
Hottest Solar LED Landscaping Lighting You Need Now  
 

Solar landscaping lighting is a luxury that adds a certain level of customization to your home. At 
Modernize, we love the aesthetic of integrated solar LED landscaping lighting.  How do you 
begin to create a solar lit space at your home? With solar lanterns, solar accents, solar paver 
lights, and solar Bollard lights, the exterior of your home will be looking magazine worthy soon. 
 
Solar Lanterns  
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Solar lanterns are beautiful in the day and in the night. These outdoor lighting fixtures can stay 
illuminated for up to twelve hours after a sunny day. Self contained solar lanterns from Solar 
Lighting Inc. have the light color option of warm white or cool white. The glow these lights 
create is needed in the front of a home on the porch or in the back yard. Anchored into concrete, 
the solar lanterns work their magic as soon as the evening hits, giving your backyard a magical 
feel. A lot of customers enjoy using these around inground pools.  
 
Solar Accents  
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Solar accent lights are different than lanterns. They can be installed within poured concrete. 
These little lights are used “to highlight the character of a outdoor space using precise placement 
and pointed accenting in a landscape or facade.” Think of small lights that come in different 
colors accenting the ground in a backyard veranda. Solar Lighting Inc. offers these solar accents 
in different colors including warm white, cool white, green, red, and blue. Along with the options 
of different colored lighting, the solar accents can be ordered to produce a steady light, flashing 
light, or slow flashing light. This type of solar light allows you to use your creativity and add 
some sparkle to a surface like rock, wood, concrete, or paving stones. You don’t have to worry 
about the lights being stepped on and cracking. Accents lights from Solar Lighting Inc. are 
extremely high quality and can withstand the compression of any passenger vehicle driving 
across them. This also means that stepping on the lights isn’t remotely a problem. Don’t compare 
these lights with cheap stake-in-the-ground alternatives. They’re designed to last and last.  
The best part? They’re maintenance free and can be illuminated for up to twelve hours!  
 
Solar Paver Lights  
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When walking along a concrete path have you ever noticed lights that are built-in seamlessly? 
These lights not only look beautiful, but they create a safe, illuminated walkway for pedestrians. 
You can add solar paver lights to your own home with Solar Lighting Inc. Whether you have a 
concrete patio, driveway, or pool deck that you’d like to incorporate lighting into, this process is 
incredibly simple. Without spending a lot of time or money, your home will look styled and 
savvy. Pavers come in all different shapes, sizes, and colors to meet your need. Shapes offered 
from Solar Lighting Inc. include rectangles, squares, and circles. To make the process even 
better, you can pick from colored lights. Warm white, cool white, blue, green, red, yellow, and a 
variety light are all available. Pulling into your driveway has never been easier with paver lights 
welcoming you home in the evening. The lights have a IP rating of 68. This magical rating 
describes how well protected the fitting is. A good comparison is an IP of 6. This IP protects 
lights from powerful waterjets. At 68, you can only imagine what protection these tough lights 
offer. They are suitable to be installed underwater (like in a pool or on docks) and they don’t 
need maintenance. Both the paver lights and the accent lights described earlier are designed with 
capacitors to store solar energy. Unlike battery-operated solar lights, these function great in cold 
weather and can withstand -40 degrees without any degradation in performance. Not having to 



worry about replacing batteries or replacing the solar lights themselves is one of the best benefits 
of investing in the Solar Lighting Inc. line of products!  
 
Solar Bollard Lights  
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Bollard Lights are stand alone solar lights that are taller than other offerings. These lights are 
cylindrical in shape and have four lenses which let off light. You may see them integrated in 
landscaping at warm weather resorts. The main solar light on the bollard is a 9 high output white 
LED. Other lights that accent it are three smaller narrow lights with blue LEDs. In addition to 
incorporating Bollard lights into landscaping, these lights work well alongside a dock’s edge. 
Their presence works as a light in the evening and a type of visual pathway during the way. You 
may also notice solar Bollard lights installed alongside a fence or wall. In the evening, they help 
illuminate the area and keep cars from hitting the blocked off space. Just a few of these lights 
make a great impact and look nice in home landscaping. Solar Lighting Inc. sells a Bollard light 
that is installed by mounting the base into the ground and a Bollard light that is installed by 
mounting the light on any horizontal solid surface with a supplied base plate and three anchor 
bolts. The Bollard solar lights can provide illumination for a minimum of twelve hours if given 
enough sunlight. 
 
To learn more about solar, head to Modernize.com.  
 
 
 


